
 

Background 

 

Uzbekistan, a landlocked country in Central Asia, has made significant pro-

gress in its socio-economic development in recent years. The country's 

economy has grown steadily, averaging over 5% annual growth in the past 

decade.1   

This growth has been driven by a number of factors, including reforms to 

the business environment, investments in infrastructure, and a growing 

middle class. The country has a young and growing population, and the 

government is committed to reforms that will promote economic growth 

and social development. The GDP per capita is projected to grow at an 

annual average rate of 4.9% leading to 2050%.2 

This rapid urbanization and economic expansion are expected to drive 

growth in transportation activities. Forecasts indicate an average annual 

increase of 1.9% in passenger transport activity, measured in passenger-

kilometres, and a 3.2% average annual growth rate for freight transport 

activity.3 It is estimated that the car motorization  rate currently is 87 cars 

per 1,000 people.4 

The transportation sector is one of the major contributors to air pollution 

and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in Uzbekistan. It is estimated that the 

transportation sector contributes 13% of the fuel combustion GHGs in the 

country (total of 110 million tons in 2020). Ninety-one percent (91%) of 

the transport GHG emissions are estimated to be from the road sector.5  

In terms of ambient air pollution, the road transport sector is estimated to 

contribute  5% of the total burden of disease related to Particulate Matter 

2.5 (PM2.5) — in Uzbekistan. Road transport air pollution is also deemed 

to have significant contributions to the burden of disease related to is-

chemic heart disease 61%).6  

The average concentration of PM2.5 was estimated to be 43 μg/m³. This 

concentration significantly exceeds the World Health Organization's guide-

line value of 5 μg/m³. In 2019, an estimated 25 thousand premature deaths 

can be attributed to PM2.5 pollution in Uzbekistan.7,8 
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E-mobility at a Glance 

 

Uzbekistan currently has no local production nor assembly of electric 

vehicles and relies on imports. It is estimated that more than 5,000 elec-

tric cars were sold in 2022, which was 3.5 times higher than the sales in 

2021. Sixty-six percent of the electric car sales were new, while the re-

maining were used vehicles. Tashkent City accounted for 81% of the e-

cars sold. To put this into perspective, in 2022, the passenger car produc-

tion in the country was estimated to be at 327 thousand.9  

On May 2023, UzAuto Motors, in partnership with BYD Auto has set up a 

joint venture called BYD Uzbekistan Factory to bring plug-in hybrid EVs in 

the country.10   The plant is planned to have a production capacity of 50 

thousand vehicles (2 models) per year. Uzbekistan is also in the process of 
consolidating its strategy to be a CKD production base (e.g. stamping, 

painting, welding, assembly). ADM Jizzakh is also partnering with Chery 

International to produce hybrid and electric cars.  

Currently, there are also an estimated 20 electric buses in Tashkent. The 

President has announced that another 200 will be added in Tashkent with-

in the year, and 100 in Samarkand. 11 

In terms of charging infrastructure, it is said that there are 50 charging 

stations in Uzbekistan, mostly found in Tashkent and Samarkand.12 

Electrification of transport may prove to be economical from an opera-

tional perspective as the average price of electricity in Uzbekistan (2021) 

was estimated to be 0.03 USD/kWh, the seventh cheapest rate in the 

world.13   

Considering overall access to electricity, Uzbekistan had reached full elec-

trification even before the turn of the century.  In terms of the CO2 emis-

sions impact of the electricity grid, the national average is estimated at 

506 kgCO2 is emitted per MWh, which ranks at 146th place globally.14 

The average grid emission factor has stayed consistent since the turn of 

the century and is currently practically where it was in the year 2000. The 

nation’s electricity grid is still dominated by coal in terms of power gener-

ation, constituting 61% of the generation in 2022.  Uzbekistan’s electrical 

generating capacity of 15.9 is dominated by thermal power plants (88%) 

and hydropower plants (12%).15 
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Policy Measures: Highlights 

Uzbekistan began the electrification of its auto industry in 2019. In June of 

that year, the government issued a presidential decree exempting electric 

vehicles (EVs) from excise tax and customs duty, which could reduce their 

price by up to half. In 2021, EVs were also exempted from the 3% car reg-

istration tax, which is included in the retail price of traditional vehicles. 

The Development Strategy 2022-2026 defines the goals for the transition 

to a "green" economy, including the production of electric vehicles.16 The 

presidential decree on the strategic transition to the green economy (2019

-2030) essentially banned the sales of vehicles below Euro 4 in the coun-

try.17  

The government of Uzbekistan recently unveiled its "New Uzbekistan" 

strategy for 2022-2024. This sweeping strategy lays out 100 objectives to 

advance the country's socioeconomic development. Specifically, the 24th 
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Policy Measures: Highlights 

objective focuses on green initiatives, including boosting renewable energy sources like solar power, cutting greenhouse gas 

emissions 10% by 2030, and establishing domestic manufacturing capabilities for electric vehicles. The inclusion of electric 

vehicle production under this national strategy indicates the government's commitment to drive progress on electric mobili-

ty as part of its broader sustainability agenda over the next few years.18 

In December 2022, the President signed the “On measures of state support for the organization of the production of elec-

tric cars." The decree provides for a number of incentives, including: 

• Exemption from disposal fees for electric and hybrid cars produced in Uzbekistan until January 1, 2030 

• Exemption from customs duty on components of electric and hybrid cars, raw materials and materials, equipment, and 

technological equipment, including spare parts for servicing, imported from abroad until January 1, 2030 

• Interest rate subsidies on loans for the purchase of electric and hybrid cars produced in Uzbekistan and sold on the 

domestic market until January 1, 2030 

• Exemption from state duty for the issuance of license sheets for passenger transportation services using electric and 

hybrid cars until January 1, 2030. 19 

Based on a decree by the President, it is said that the country is targeting to have 2,500 charging stations by 2025. The de-

cree states that by January 1, 2024, all newly built business and shopping centres, entertainment places, gas stations, hotels, 

and other facilities along national and international highways will be equipped with charging stations. This year, 1,400 plots of 

lands are planned to be auctioned for the installation of charging stations. The JSC Regional Electrical Power Networks, 

which is a distribution service operator and electricity company, is also targeting 500 EV charging stations along highways.20  

In addition to financial incentives, the Uzbek government is also investing in the development of the EV industry in the coun-

try. It is creating copper clusters, which will be used to produce components for EVs and charging stations. The government 

is also investing in training personnel for the EV industry. 

The government is also taking steps to reform transportation systems, especially in major cities like Tashkent. Under Presi-

dential Decree No. 111 issued February 2022, and its accompanying roadmap, the Ministry of Transport is tasked with cre-

ating incentives for private taxi companies to acquire electric vehicles in 2022. Additionally, the decree mandates the devel-

opment of charging infrastructure for public electric buses by mid-2023. Through directives like this, the government is 

pushing for the adoption of electric vehicles in public and private transportation fleets. By setting clear targets and duties for 

agencies, Uzbekistan aims to accelerate the transition to electric mobility in urban transit. This decree also enables the Min-

istry of Transport to purchase electric buses for Tashkent City with VAT (15%) exemption. 21 

In October 2023, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) has allocated 170 million dollars to support an electric transport de-

velopment program in the country and will be dedicated in removing barriers and popularizing commercial electric vehicles 

(e.g. electric bus fleets and charging infrastructure).22 
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Note: The graph and the tables above are mainly representative of the policy measures that had been collected, collated and categorized by the authors. The authors make no claims about 

the completeness of the list, nor the accuracy of the categorization. 

Pillar Stage Category Type of Policy Measure

Acquisition of equipment Fiscal incentives and disincentivesCustom tariff waiver/ reduction for chargers and components

Production/provision of equipment Informational Guidelines (general) - charging equipment

Integration - infrastructure&equipment&services Policy frameworks and action plansIntegration of charging stations in gasoline stations

Exemption motor vehicle tax

EV procurement targets

Value-added tax waiver or reduction for EV and components

Custom tariff waiver/ reduction for EV and components

Low cost credit lines for ev purchase and infrastructure

EV procurement - rail

Excise tax waiver for EV and components

Policy frameworks and action plansPublic fleet electrification target

Mandated EV % target in fleet

Ban on sales of ICE based on emission standards

Priority lanes/processing for importation of EVs and components

Favouring EV in public tenders

Fiscal incentives and disincentivesImport tax exemption/ reduction - raw materials, supplies, components

EV production government funding

EV production targets

Materials exploration for components

General pronouncement of support for Evs production / assembly / import

EV standards - multidimension

Standards - charge port

Total EV fleet target

Research and development - EV and components

Removing Fossil Fuel subsidies or Increased tax on fossil fuels

Registration tax waiver  or reduction for EV and components

Exemption from  congestion charges and road pricing

End-of-life Policy frameworks and action plansEV end-of-life management policy

Integration - infrastructure&equipment&services Fiscal incentives and disincentivesIncentives for EV charging infrastructure

Institutional Defined institutional setup

Renewable energy targets

EV included in NDC

General pronouncement of support - RE

Dedicated National EV Policy/Roadmap/Strategy

Non-fiscal /incentives/disincentivesPromote information and public education campaigns 

Acquisition of equipment Fiscal incentives and disincentivesProperty tax or land tax reduction/waiver for incorporating chargers

Policy frameworks and action plansIdentification of buildings for charging station construction/installation

Regulations Standards for Charging Stations

Fiscal incentives and disincentivesTax Incentives for firms engaging in charging stations

Policy frameworks and action plansInvestments for new supportive transport infrastructure

Other Charging stations targets - total

Informational Guidelines (general) - charging infrastructure

Fiscal incentives and disincentivesCharging rate ceiling

Regulations Enabling participation of energy storage systems (e.g. Evehicles) in electricity market

Integration - infrastructure&equipment&services

Charging equipment and components

EVs and EV components

General

Infrastructure

Acquisition of equipment

Production/provision of equipment

Usage

General

Provision of servicesServices

Policy frameworks and action plans

Fiscal incentives and disincentives

Regulations

Other

Policy frameworks and action plans

Non-fiscal /incentives/disincentives

Regulations

Fiscal incentives and disincentives

Provision of infrastructure
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